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ABSTRACT  

This paper presents a further step of a research toward the development of a quick and accurate weapons identification 
methodology and system. A basic stage of this methodology is the automatic acquisition and updating of weapons 
ontology as a source of deriving high level weapons information. The present paper outlines the main ideas used to 
approach the goal. In the next stage, a clustering approach is suggested on the base of hierarchy of concepts. An inherent 
slot of every node of the proposed ontology is a low level features vector (LLFV), which facilitates the search through 
the ontology. Part of the LLFV is the information about the object’s parts. To partition an object a new approach is 
presented capable of defining the objects concavities used to mark the end points of weapon parts, considered as 
convexities. Further an existing matching approach is optimized to determine whether an ontological object matches the 
objects from an input image. Objects from derived ontological clusters will be considered for the matching process. 
Image resizing is studied and applied to decrease the runtime of the matching approach and investigate its rotational and 
scaling invariance. Set of experiments are preformed to validate the theoretical concepts. 
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1. INTRODUCTION
This paper continues the research that has been presented in [1] elaborating the main components of an autonomous 
approach for weapons identification. The main requirement to such an approach is high accuracy in a short time period. 
The present method uses low-level features extracted from image and utilizes them for a search in the weapons ontology 
in order to retrieve high-level (meta) information. Such information is not possible or very difficult to extract from an 
image or sequence of images. 
The algorithm implementing the above mentioned main goals of the method is described as follows.  
 1. The input to the method is an image containing multiple subjects of interest.  The image may come from 
different modalities and could be very noisy. Although the image enhancement problem is important, it is out of the 
scope of the present paper, where the image is considered in “good conditions” for further processing and analysis; 
 2. On the next step, a segmentation tool will automatically extract the objects from the image background [1]. 
Then the set of objects will be split to separate objects. An active contour (AC) model based on the exact solution of a 
specific form of the heat partial differential equation will be used to perform the task [2]; 
 3. Low level features will be extracted from every single object. Such of features are: geometric- ratio between 
major and minor excess [1], number of concavities [3], object’s parts, ratios of areas [4]; colors; texture [5]. Active 
convex hull and active concavity models will be used to extract the geometric [3, 4] and some of the color features; 
 4. Low level features will be used for objects partitioning. The parts subjects of interest are considered as 
branches (convexities). The second derivative test will be applied on the extracted object’s boundary to determine 
convex parts (branches) of the objects; 
 5. The low level features extracted from an object and its branches will be used for the generation of a LLFV; 
 6. An algorithm is to be designed to search weapons ontology for knots with LLFV which most closely match 
the feature vector of the input object; 
 7. The set of knots which contain LLFV most similar to the input one will form an ontological cluster. 
Ontological information may be used at this stage to further narrow down the candidates for similarity with the input 
object; 
 8. At this stage a matching algorithm will be employed to match the shape of the initial object with shape of the 
object at every knot from the extracted ontological cluster; 



9. If match is found a weapon is detected in the input image. The entire ontological information is available to
the user for decision making;

10. If no match is found the conclusion is “either the input object is no weapon or a new weapon is detected”.
As one may tell from the above algorithm the weapons ontology is a major component of the weapons identification
approach and system. To comply with this importance the present paper develops a new algorithm for automatic
generation of a weapons ontology. The algorithm will provide automatic updates of the ontology with new items or parts
of items. This will provide an opportunity for development of a fast and accurate algorithm for surfing through the
ontology using vectors of low level features. The algorithm will perform also automatic and quick clustering of the
ontology using the low level features and hierarchy.
The future work will concentrate on the design of a method to automatically provide the links between the knots in the
extracted cluster. This will define new shortcuts between the knots in the entire ontology and may provide important
information about the relations between ontological objects which may look different.

2. AUTOMATIC AND SEMI-AUTOMATIC ONTOLOGY ACQUISITION
It is a truth universally acknowledged among ontology builders that ontology acquisition is a difficult and time-
consuming operation [6,7.8]. Conversely, the acquisition of domain ontology, let alone a general all-purpose ontology,
requires hundreds of thousands of concepts.
The above considerations explain the move toward automatic or semi-automatic acquisition of concepts and/or semantic
relations in the ontology. Most approaches use corpora, either dynamically acquired internet “corpora” [9,10], traditional
corpora [11] or corpora of convenience, e.g., corporate literature [12] or keywords from search engines [13]. Other use
structured resources (e.g., machine readable dictionaries, such as WordNet, [14], or glossaries, such as the financial
glossary used in [15] to expand Cyc) which encode semantic information that can be used to build (parts of) the
ontology.  The methodologies vary, ranging from simple syntactic patterns [16], to statistical patterns [17], data mining
[18] and clustering [19,20].
All these approaches share the same problems: 1) reliability of the information, 2) completeness of the information, and
3) updating of the information. Concerning points 1 and 2, it is obvious that a machine acquired or augmented ontology,
at best, can only be as good as its sources, and at worst require significant human input, thus eliminating the advantage of
automatic acquisition.
Given the purpose of the system in which our ontology needs to operate (i.e., the recognition of weapons from images),
our problem reduces to populating the terminal nodes of the ISA hierarchy of a general ontology, to a level of specificity
that is generally not necessary or possible for general-purpose ontologies (see Fig. 1, for a fragment of the ISA hierarchy
of the subdomain of the ontology we are concerned with). Hence we designed a collection algorithm that uses the freely
available Wikipedia source to gather both a list of weapons and some basic factual information to populate the individual
frames in the ontology. Wikipedia contains an enormous amount of highly specific information both organized as lists
(in our case, lists of guns, pistols, rifles, etc.) and hierarchically. Moreover it provides images of many entries, a

Figure 1. A fragment of the ISA hierarchy of the WEAPON sub-domain



particularly valuable resource in our case. In this manner, we were able to acquire in a simple test run for PISTOL over a 
thousand nodes, populated with some basic information (detailed in Fig. 2 below). Wikipedia has been used before in 
ontology-building situations [21,22]; see a review of various approaches in [23]. Since for this project we are working on 
a very specific domain, we were able to use an ad hoc solution, which, while not scalable to a general ontology, can 
however be applied to numerous other domains. We anticipate acquiring in this manner around 20,000 nodes in the 
subdomain WEAPON for our system.  
Clearly, the information needs to be verified for both reliability and completeness, using other available sources 
(manufacturers’ catalogs, rosters of weapons allowed for sale from government sources, hobbyist catalogs, etc.), but such 
automatic acquisitions allow us to both reduce acquisition time and to keep the database up to date. The acquisition 
algorithm uses the knowledge encoded in the higher-level frames of the ontology to collect some of the information. For 
example, the frame for PISTOL includes a meronymy list, the HAS-AS-PARTS slot, which can be used to locate 
information relevant to the various parts of each pistol in the relative Wikipedia entry. (see Fig. 2) 
The slot “image” in Fig. 2, will contain a “Low-Level Features Vector,” (LLFV) i.e., a vector consisting of the numerical 
presentation of low-level image features of the weapon, such as for example, geometric- ratio between major and minor 
excess [1], number of concavities [3], object’s parts, ratios of areas [4]; colors; texture [5]. This enables fast searches in 
the ontology using the LLFV. 

 (Arsenal P-M02 
 (ISA pistol) 
 (material NA) 
 (color NA) 
 (weight 760 g (26.81 oz)) 
 (length 180 mm (7.09 in)) 
 (HAS-PARTS (magazine 15-round)) 
 (variants NA) 
 (image 
  (countour  NA) 
  (convex-hull  NA) 
  (texture NA) 
  (ratio NA) 
  (JPG Arsenal_P-M02.jpg) 

(LLFV) 
 )) 
Figure 2. sample frame generated by the automatic acquisition search in Wikipedia. Note that information not available from this
particular source is labeled NA. 

3. ONTOLOGY CLUSTERING APPROACH 
In [24], a hierarchical clustering methodology for conceptual organization is presented. Hierarchical clustering is an 
approach to unsupervised knowledge acquisition, based on identifying common features across data points, which are 
then iteratively agglomerated until the inherent hierarchical organization of the conceptual information emerges. The 
most significant aspect of hierarchical clustering is that it will reveal “hidden” patterns in the data, of which the 
producers, or even analysts, need not be aware. 
The Hierarchy of Attributes and Concepts (HAC) approach developed in [24] is implemented based on a database which 
compresses the original data and associates a set of features with each data point. HAC can be represented 
diagrammatically as a directed graph (essentially a binary tree). HAC as hierarchical algorithm constructs a hierarchical 
description of the structural data by iteration of the substructure. “This hierarchy provides varying levels of interpretation 
that can be accessed based on the specific data analysis goals” [24]. “The idea of hierarchical (also known as 
agglomerative) clustering is to begin with each point from the input as a separate cluster.” [24] We then build clusters by 
merging clusters that are close to each other: repeatedly merge the two clusters that are closest to each other out of all 
pairs. Conceptual clustering builds semantic structures out of the data incrementally by connecting a group of terms and 
attributes into subclasses. HAC accepts a database of structured data (relationships) as input. Further, an unstructured 
data is formed as structured data, forming a (maintaining) relation (concept) table for every attribute and concept in this 
particular domain of weapon database. 



In the implementation of HAC for this project, the method is applied to the ontology itself, thus allowing for the
discovery of clusters of concepts that would not be directly encoded in the ontology’s hierarchy, for example, all nodes
with a “15-round” filler in the “magazine” slot, thus revealing a connection between the Smith & Wesson M&P40 and
the Beretta 92 pistols, for example.
In Fig. 3, clusters will be formed for various pistol types. The attributes here in this cluster are different types of pistols
i.e., Alfa_Combat, Alfa_Depender. Clustering these attributes forms the concept Alfa. Thus here, different attributes will
be clustered to form the related concepts. While demonstrating the role of Conceptual Hierarchies in the Weapons
Domain, the base Concept will be the Fire arm followed by the next levels. Attributes forms the root level from which
concept groupings are evolved. For the concept pistol, the parent concept will be Hand gun which is followed by concept
small in the Hierarchy. All these concept sets falls under the node firearm. At each level of hierarchy, every concept is
followed with sub classifications. This approach lends itself particularly well to clustering by low-level features of the
kind indexed in the LLFV and is thus a first step toward deriving features from the ontology itself.

Figure 3. Clustered representation of pistol types

4. OBJECTS PARTITIONING
The present section discusses the weapons partitioning problem. Splitting an object into parts is a complex and open
problem from theoretical and practical view point. Its proper solution directly relates to the problem of objects (shape)
description. A number of mathematical fields are applied to tackle this problem: Probability, Graph Theory, Group
Theory, Active Models, Manifolds, Differential Equations [25].
Two kinds of object segmentation may be considered: high-level and low-level. High-level segmentation may be
achieved if metadata or semantic knowledge is used or conceptual object segmentation is performed. Low-level
segmentation relies on low-level object’s features like color, texture and/or geometry. In [26] the authors first detect the
object edge using a set of filter banks. Next they use “low-level grouping cues” and build up a graph where every node
corresponds to a single pixel. An advantage of the piecewise work is in its high accuracy which is achieved for the price
of slower partitioning.
The present section develops a new low-level object partitioning approach, which uses the vertices of the extracted [1,2]
object’s boundary. To partition an object this approach assumes that every weapon has a basic convex portion (which 
may contain voids) and the object’ parts are represented as convexities which are additions to the basic part. To extract
the object’s convexities the second derivative test is employed to determine concavities. To reach the goal the following 
discrete form of the test is employed to find “the sign of every boundary vertex” [3].

))(())(( 1111 ���� ����� iiiiiiii yyxxyyxx (1)
Thus a boundary vertex has a sign “+” if the above equation is satisfied [3]. Otherwise the sign is “zero”, which means
no sing is attained or “-“.  No sign is given to a vertex if the above equation is satisfied for equality relation “=”.
Recall the object’s boundary and its convex hull vertices are extracted by using shrinking active contour model [1],
which we will call S-ACES. It will be assumed also that two consecutive positive vertices represent the end points of the
boundary of an object’s part. The length or the area can not be used as a distinguishing property of a part of an object, as 
one may tell from Fig. 4b). Only high level information may be of help to distinguish a small object’s part from



Figure 4. a) This figure shows a pistol and its boundary extracted by S-ACES in the range of milliseconds. b) the boundary alone with
positive concavities change.

a shape distortion that may be created by the image noise or by S-ACES. The positive boundary vertices on Fig. 4 b)
define the following pistol’s parts: handle, trigger and the end of the grip. Since the points with positive sign are know
the objects partitioning will be performed using the contour extracted by S-ACES (Fig. 4 b)).

5. MATCHING OBJECTS AS REGIONS
There are two different object matching approaches. One of them compares objects’ boundaries, while the other one 
matches the objects’ regions.  The necessary conditions for a matching to be reliable and useful for practical applications
are to posses rotation and scaling invariant properties, to be accurate and run in real time.
The method presented in [27] is a boundary comparing technique and uses shape symmetry. The method is fast and
satisfies the rotation and scaling invariant requirement. But it would not be useful for application in weapons matching
since the shape of many weapons is not symmetric as it can be observed from Fig.4.
Another advanced and fast method for matching boundaries is used in [28]. This method applies Earth Mover’s Distance
and Manifolds of shapes. Its calculation complexity is in the order of )log( �ndO , where n is the number of used shape
features (obtained by shape context local descriptor), d is their dimension, while �  is the diameter of the feature space.
The authors reported a median query time, for a database containing 136,500 shapes, 1.56 sec, which shows a useful
time of comparison. The method requires a use of a boundary extraction approach, such as the one described in [2], and
the final result will depend on the accuracy and the speed of the extracting approach.
In the present study, we first considered a region based matching approach presented in [5]. To find the correlation value
between the mask �  (template image) and the pixels beneath this mask the method employs the following equation [5]:
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where C(x,y) is the correlation value at the pixel (x,y) of the image ,),( yxf I�  is the mean of , whereas 
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),( tsw M�  is the mean of the mask (template image). Since Eq. 2 works for gray level 8 bit images

only the following correlation formula, reported in [29], has been adopted and employed for color images:
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Eq. 3 is used to determine correlation between image with size NxM and a mask  with size nxm . The
indexes R, G, and B denote the red, green and blue channels of the RGB color model. Once the correlation value C(x,y)
is calculated, for every image pixel (x,y), the best match is determined by finding the
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The definition of the maximum value has calculation complexity O(MN) whereas  the complexity of the correlation
algorithm is in the order of O(MNmn). Although the method is very accurate the latter formula suggests a long run time
of the algorithms.
The matching algorithm on the base of Eq. (3) has been coded in Java and tested on a number of weapon images.
Experimental results obtained with this software running on a PC with an Intel core2duo processor with 2.23 GHz, and 4
GB of RAM memory are given below.



a)  b) c)

Figure 5. a) Shows an image with size 813x549; b) The query image is of size 125x83; c) The image retrieved from a).

The weapon that most closely matches the pistol in Fig. 5 b) is extracted in 1072 sec from the image shown in Fig. 5 a) 
and is presented in c). This is the most left pistol from the bottom row in Fig. 5 a). Since the run time reported is too long
for a real time weapons search it has been experimentally determined that a resizing of the searched and/or the query
images keeping a ratio approximately 2:1 between the objects will dramatically reduce the run time (see Table 1.)

Table 1. Results of resizing the investigated and the query images from Fig 5a) and 5b) respectively

Investigated Image Query Image Run time Output image
Size 813x549 125x83 1072 sec Fig. 5 c) 1st from the bottom row
Reduced size 1 271x183 55x37 09 sec 

3rd from the bottom row 
Reduced size 2 223x158 55x37 06 sec 

3rd from the bottom row 

Analyzing Table 1 one may tell the run time has been significantly improved but the output of the extracted object may 
vary once the image is resized. Although the type of the extracted object is stable the different results come from the
object details lost in the resized images.
Since in many practical cases only part of the weapon may be visible experiment was performed to validate the present
matching method. The image in Fig. 5 a) has been queried with an image of the handle of the pistol from Fig. 5 b) in size
125x83. Both, the query and the closest match are shown in Fig. 6. Since the investigated image is from Fig. 5 a) and the 
query image has a size of 125x83 the run time of the algorithm was again 1072 sec. The pistol extracted in this case is
the third one from the bottom row (see Fig.6 b)).

a) b)

Figure 6. a) The handle of the pistol from Fig. 5 b) in size 125x83; b) The closest match from Fig. 5 a). 

In the next experiment an image of the barrel and the trigger of the pistols has been used. The investigated image is in
size of 334 x 237 whereas the template image is 55x23 pixels. The retrieved image in 22 sec is shown in Fig. 7 b). This
is again the 3rd pistol from the bottom row.

a) b)

Figure 7. a) The barrel and the trigger of the pistol from Fig. 5 b) ; b) The closest match from Fig. 5 a) in size 334x237.



To demonstrate the ability of the matching approach to handle rotations experiments were performed using the AK-42
machine gun from the image in Fig. 5a). Rotations to  and  has been used for the object in the template image
(Fig.8a) and c)) which were resized to 71x45, and 65x51 respectively. The searched image was resized to 225x160 and
the run time to retrieve the machine guns, presented in Fig. 8b) and 8d), was 4 sec. An experiment has been performed
also using a rotation on and the extracted gun, again in 4 sec, was the same as the gun shown in Fig. 7 b) and d).

�15 �35

�25

a)  b)   c)  d)

Figure 8. a) The first object from the top row of Fig. 5a) rotated to and presented in a template image of size 71x45; b) the
extracted gun which is the 4

�15
th one from the 4th row; c) the object from a) rotated to additional �35 and presented on an image of size 

65x51; d) the extracted gun is the same as the one in b). 

6. FUTURE WORK
This study will continue with the completion of a weapon ontology example with a tool providing automatic update. The
ontology clustering algorithm will be completed and tested on the ontological example. The run time of the matching
algorithm will decrease along with improvement of the rotational and scaling invariance. Low level features extracting
approaches will improve performance in term of noise handling and objects multiplicity.
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